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The DRAM memory cell

X- voltage on Cs; Cs ~ 25fF

Write: Cs is charged or discharged (WordLine, BitLine active)

Read: Distributing the charge between BL and Cs

Before reading, precharge: Vbit line = VDD/2



The DRAM memory matrix



DRAM – Operating principle - READ
1. The read amplifier (sense amplifier) is de-activated, and the bit lines are pre-charged to an 

intermediate voltage level between logic ‘0’ and logic ‘1’. 

2. The pre-charge circuit is de-activated. Due to the length of the lines, the pre-charged voltage is kept 
for a short period of time.

3. The word line for the selected row is activated. This action connects the memory capacitor to the bit 
line, and spreads the electrical charge between the capacitor and the line, raising the voltage on 
the bit line. 

4. The sense amplifier is activated. This amplifier works using positive feedback, amplifying any 
voltage difference on the bit lines, until one is saturated at ‘1’ and the other at ‘0’. Now the row is 
open, and the columns can be selected. 

5. The data read from RAM is available in the sense amplifiers, selected by the column address. 
Multiple reads can be performed for the same row. 

6. While the data is read, the current flows through the bit lines, and restores the charge of the 
capacitor. 

7. When reading the current row is finished, the word line is de-activated, and the capacitor is again 
disconnected. The sense amplifier is disconnected, and the bit lines are pre-charged again.



DRAM – Operating principle - Write
1. The desired state is forced in the sense amplifier, from the input circuit.

2. The word line is open, and the capacitor will charge or discharge based on the bit line voltage

3.    For writing a single cell, the whole row is read, the desired location is changed, and then the 
whole row is written back.



DRAM – Time diagram - Read



DRAM – Time diagram - Write



Refresh

- When the row is accessed, it is refreshed

- No column selection is necessary

- To refresh the whole memory, generate successive row addresses 

and activate RAS



Refresh

- External refresh circuit:

- Use of HOLD-HLDA mechanism for concurrent bus access



Refresh

- Internal refresh circuit:

- The memory chip includes a row counter

- CAS before RAS – normally not allowed, it signals the memory to 

perform a refresh cycle using the internal counter.



Refresh

- Hidden refresh:

- Uses the CAS before RAS combination

- Follows a read

- RAS is deactivated, CAS is maintained, data output remains valid

- RAS is activated, and refresh is performed without changing the output.



DRAM – Fast Page Mode (FPM)

- Allows reading multiple columns of the same row

- 1 RAS, multiple CAS

- Variations: 

- static column – does not require pulsing CAS for changing the 

column. CAS is kept active, and the column address change is 

followed by the data output change (with a small delay).

- nibble mode – consecutive addresses are generated by an 

internal counter, starting from the specified column, at each CAS 

pulse. 



DRAM – Extended Data Out (EDO)

- The data output from the previous access cycle is kept active until 

new data is valid

- Burst EDO (BEDO) – the column addresses are generated internally 

after the first CAS



Asynchronous and synchronous DRAM

Asynchronous

Synchronous



SDRAM – Synchronous DRAM
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SDRAM

Signals (selection)

* CKE - Clock Enable. If this signals is zero, the memory performs 

no operation.

* /CS - Chip Select. When this signal is 1, the memory ignores all 

inputs.

* DQM - Data Mask. The mask for the bytes of a word (1 mask bit for 

each byte). 

* /RAS - Row Address Strobe. Together with /CAS and /WE, 

defines commands for the memory module.

* /CAS - Column Address Strobe.

* /WE Write enable. 



SDRAM

Commands



DDRAM – Double Data Rate SDRAM

- Data transfer is performed on both fronts of the clock signal

- Double sided module

- Variations: DDR1 … DDR4 (up to 64 GB capacity, up to 4 GTransfers/ 

second)



Direct memory access (DMA)

Direct memory access (DMA) is a process which allows external control of the 
bus, bypassing the processor.

DMA is used for high speed data transfer, usually to/from storage devices such 
as hard drives, CD-ROMs, video/audio controllers.

The fundamental principle of DMA is to transfer blocks of data directly between the 
memory and the peripherals. Data bypasses the processor, but the bus is 
occupied.

A “normal” transfer of a data byte takes up to 29 clock cycles. A DMA transfer 
requires only 5 cycles.

In modern PCs, DMA can transfer hundreds of MBytes per second. The transfer 
rate is limited by the memory speed and the speed of the peripheral devices. 



DMA Operation for 8088/8086 in minimum mode:
The HOLD and HLDA pins are used by the processor to receive and grant requests 

for releasing the bus.

Normally, the CPU controls the bus. In DMA mode, the peripherals take temporary 

control of the bus.

Steps of a typical DMA process:

1) The DMA controller requests bus access, using the HOLD pin.

2) 8086 finishes the current bus cycle, and enters the HOLD state.

3) 8086 grants bus access by activating the HOLDA pin. The bus access pins of 

8086 (address, commands, data) are set to high impedance.

4) The DMA transfer is performed.

5) When the DMA transfer is finished, the DMA controller de-activates HOLD, to 

release the control of the bus.



DMA Operation for 8088/8086 in maximum mode:

The RQ/GT1 and RQ/GT0 pins are used for sending bus release requests, 
and for receiving bus grants. 

The sequence of events for a typical DMA process:

1) The DMA controller activates one of the request pins, i.e. RQ/GT1 or 
RQ/GT0 (RQ/GT0 has priority)

2) 8086 finishes the current bus cycle, and enters the HOLD state.

3) 8086 grants control of the bus by activating a pulse on the same pin the 
bus release request was received from. 

4) The DMA transfer is performed.

5) When the operation is finished, the DMA controller sends a pulse on the 
request pin to signal the release of the bus.



DMA sequence



Signals for a DMA transfer



Types of DMA transfer

“Fly-by” transfer

- Data does not pass through the 

DMA controller

- 1 bus cycle / transfer

- Mem  I/O

- Simultaneous control signals

“Flow-through” transfer

- Data passes through the controller

- Read and store data, then write: 2 

bus cycles / transfer

- Mem – Mem, I/O – I/O



DMA Controller

A DMA controller interfaces with multiple peripherals that can request DMA 
transfers.

The controller decides the priority in case of simultaneous requests (arbitration), 
and provides memory addresses for data transfer.

The DMA controller used with 8088/8086 is the Programmable DMA controller 
8237.

8237 is a 4 channel controller. Each channel can be attached to a peripheral 
device, and can address a memory section of 64 K Bytes.



General organization of a DMA controller



General organization of a DMA controller





i8237A – Internal structure



8088 + i8237A



Generating16 bit addresses



Generating 20 bit addresses



DMA transfer cycles

(memory to I/O or IO to memory)

Compressed cycle : S2 (change address) + S3,S4 (read/write)



Operating modes
Inactive (slave)

– program by the PC (#CS=0, HOLDA=0)

- DREQ is checked on the rising edge of Clk

- If DREQ is active on a non-masked channel, or a software request is made (for mem to 
mem transfer) the controller becomes active

Active (master) –DMA transfer:

Individual transfer mode – HOLD is released after each transferred byte. If 
DREQ is held active, a new HOLD is requested.

Block transfer mode – a data block of a specified size (size is given in a 
counter register of the controller) is transferred (DREQ does not have to 
remain active).

Transfer on request – data is transferred continuously until an external EOP is 
received, or until DREQ becomes inactive.

Cascaded mode -



Data transfer types

Write: data transfer from an I/O device to the memory, by activating MEMW and IOR.

Read: data transfer from the memory to an I/O device, by activating MEMR and IOW.

Test transfer: pseudo-transfers. The 82C37A controller operates in read or write 

mode, generating addresses and responding to EOP and DREQ, but the signals 

for memory and I/O control remain inactive. Not allowed for memory-memory 

transfers.

Memory to memory

• Channel 0 – address and counter for the source

• Canal 1 – address and counter for the destination

• The data byte is read from memory and stored in a temporary register of 82C37A .

• The transfer is initiated by software, or by hardware triggering of DREQ for channel 

0. 82C37A requests a DMA transfer in the usual manner. 

Auto initialization – un channel can be configured to auto-initialize. After a transfer, 

the original values of the current address and the counter are automatically 

restored to the base address and counter values. After auto initialization, the 

channel is ready to perform a new DMA operation without the intervention of the 

CPU, if a new request is detected.


